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Myth and the Structure of Plato’s Euthyphro

Daniel Werner

AbStrAct: Moving beyond the piecemeal approach to the Euthyphro that has dominated 
much of the previous secondary literature, I aim in this article to understand the dialogue 
as an integrated whole. I argue that the question of myth underlies the philosophical and 
dialogical progression of the Euthyphro. It is an adherence to traditional myth that motivates 
each of Euthyphro’s definitions and that also accounts for their failure. the dialogue thus 
presents a broad criticism of traditional myth. but, as Socrates’s references to Daedalus and 
Proteus show, myth can have a positive role and can be used for philosophical purposes.

OvEr thE yEArS PlAtO’S Euthyphro has come to occupy something of 
a preeminent position among Plato’s aporetic dialogues, receiving far more 

attention than (for example) the Laches or Charmides. Perhaps this is so because 
of the unique setting of the dialogue, which connects us immediately to the Apol-
ogy and to Socrates’s trial (with all of the drama and pathos that this event calls to 
mind). Or perhaps it is because the main topic of the dialogue (“What is piety?”) 
is one that does not receive explicit treatment in any other of Plato’s works (with 
the exception of Laws). Whatever the cause, the dialogue has received a level of 
scrutiny that is almost inversely proportional to its length. Most of that scrutiny, 
moreover, has been directed toward a very specific set of questions and passages. 
Most notable among these is the so-called “Euthyphro dilemma”: how we are to 
understand the logic of the god-belovedness argument at 10a–11b, and whether the 
argument is valid (and sound). Other issues that have received a good deal of atten-
tion include the “constructivism” debate—whether the dialogue presents a positive 
account of what piety is, as opposed to merely ending in failure—as well as the 
question of whether the Euthyphro’s account of virtue (according to which piety is 
a part of justice) is consistent with that of the Protagoras (according to which there 
is a unity of the virtues).1

1For analyses of the god-belovedness argument, see S. Marc cohen, “Socrates on the Definition of Piety: 
Euthyphro 10a–11b,” Journal of the History of Philosophy 9 (1971): 158–76; David Wolfsdorf, “Euthyphro 
10a2–11b1: A Study in Platonic Metaphysics and Its reception Since 1960,” Apeiron 38 (2005): 1–71; 
John hall, “Plato Euthyphro 10a1–11a10,” Philosophical Quarterly 18 (1968): 1–11; richard Sharvy, 
“Euthyphro 9d–11b: Analysis and Definition in Plato and Others,” Nous 6 (1972): 119–37; thomas Pax-
son, “Plato’s Euthyphro 10a to 11b,” Phronesis 17 (1972): 171–90; A. Kim, “A chiastic contradiction at 
Euthyphro 9e1–11b5,” Phronesis 49 (2004): 219–25; John brown, “the logic of the Euthyphro 10a–11b,” 
Philosophical Quarterly 14 (1964): 1–14; robert Amico, “Euthyphro’s Second chance,” Philosophical 
Inquiry 18 (1996): 36–44; Albert Anderson, “Socratic reasoning in the Euthyphro,” Review of Metaphys-
ics 22 (1969): 461–81; James lesher, “theistic Ethics and the Euthyphro,” Apeiron 9 (1975): 24–30; Paul 
thom, “Euthyphro 9d–11b,” Philosophical Inquiry 1 (1978): 5–70; and Gregory Zeigler, “Plato’s Euthy-
phro revisited,” Pacific Philosophical Quarterly 61 (1980): 291–300. For the constructivism debate, see 
Mark l. McPherran, “Socratic Piety in the Euthyphro,” Journal of the History of Philosophy 23 (1985): 
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What has been neglected, however, is a consideration of the Euthyphro as a whole 
and unified text, above and beyond the analysis of specific passages. It is this gap 
in our understanding of the dialogue that I wish to fill in this article. Instead of 
examining specific doctrinal issues or philological puzzles, I want to step back and 
take a more holistic look at the Euthyphro. Just what can we say about the overall 
structure and dialogical progression of the text? In what ways does it form a philo-
sophical and dramatic whole?2

I will argue here that one of the main elements underlying the philosophical and 
dramatic structure of the dialogue is myth. typically when scholars discuss the 
question of myth in Plato’s dialogues they focus on works (such as the Phaedo and 
Phaedrus) that present extended eschatological narratives regarding the history and 
fate of the soul. I believe, however, that the question of myth—and the question 
of the broader contrast between muvqo~ and lovgo~—recurs throughout the corpus, 
including the shorter, aporetic works. Although the question of myth is never ex-
plicitly posed in the Euthyphro, it is embedded in the very fabric of the dialogue 
and forms an ever-present backdrop to the drama and arguments. In fact, much of 
the dialogical movement of the text is a direct result of Euthyphro’s own reliance 
on traditional myth. Such reliance represents a mind-set of which Socrates is highly 
critical and to which he wishes to draw attention. At the same time, the Euthyphro 
shows us that Plato himself is unafraid to use myth, albeit for his own philosophical 
purposes. In both of these respects—both the criticism of traditional myth and the 
philosophical use of myth—the Euthyphro thus parallels Plato’s approach in his 
longer, more explicitly mythical dialogues.

OPEnInG ScEnE (2A–5D)

to appreciate the ways in which myth underlies the structure of the Euthyphro, I 
wish to examine the basic argumentative and dramatic movement of the dialogue 

283–309; W. Gerson rabinowitz, “Platonic Piety: An Essay toward the Solution of an Enigma,” Phronesis 
3 (1958): 108–20; roslyn Weiss, “virtue Without Knowledge: Socrates’ conception of holiness in Plato’s 
Euthyphro,” Ancient Philosophy 14 (1994): 263–82; Steven A. M. burns, “Doing business With the Gods,” 
Canadian Journal of Philosophy 15 (1985): 311–25; Stephen Fineburg, “Plato’s Euthyphro and the Myth 
of Proteus,” Transactions of the American Philological Association 112 (1982): 65–70; James haden, “On 
Plato’s ‘Inconclusiveness,’” Classical Journal 64 (1969): 219–24; W. A. heidel, “On Plato’s Euthyphro,” 
Transactions and Proceedings of the American Philological Association 31 (1900): 164–81; t. F. Morris, 
“Plato’s Euthyphro,” Heythrop Journal 31 (1990): 309–23; David M. Parry, “holiness as Service: Therapeia 
and Hyperetike in Plato’s Euthyphro,” Journal of Value Inquiry 28 (1994): 529–39; and c. c. W. taylor, 
“the End of the Euthyphro,” Phronesis 27 (1982): 109–18. For the Euthyphro-Protagoras relation, see 
Scott Warren calef, “Piety and the Unity of virtue in Euthyphro 11e–14c,” Oxford Studies in Ancient Phi-
losophy 13 (1995): 1–26 and William S. cobb, “the religious and the Just in Plato’s Euthyphro,” Ancient 
Philosophy 5 (1985): 41–46.

2the only other work that I know of which explicitly deals with the Euthyphro in this global and holistic 
way is roland Garrett, “the Structure of Plato’s Euthyphro,” Southern Journal of Philosophy 12 (1974): 
165–183. but see also F. M. cornford, “Plato’s Euthyphro or how to read a Socratic Dialogue” in Selected 
Papers of F. M. Cornford, ed. Alan c. bowen (new york ny: Garland, 1987), pp. 228–29. It is curious 
that there has not been more attention paid to its dialogical structure, especially given all the recent talk in 
Plato scholarship of unifying form and content in interpretation. the present article should be regarded as 
an attempt to put such talk into practice.
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as it unfolds. Myth is fundamentally a traditional medium, and in Greece it encom-
passed a complex tapestry of stories that were passed down orally from generation 
to generation (stretching back at least a millennium prior to Plato). the Euthyphro 
is interwoven with this traditionalism right from the start. In the very first sentence 
we learn that Euthyphro and Socrates have met in the portico of the King Archon, 
the chief religious magistrate in Athens who has oversight over all legal cases  
involving impiety and pollution. yet it was also on this very portico that there stood 
the inscribed tablets that contained the laws of the city, such as the law code of 
Solon and the code of nicomachus.3 the entire conversation of the dialogue, then, 
is literally set against a backdrop that vividly symbolizes—and embodies—the past 
history of Athenian law and religion.

Of course, Euthyphro and Socrates have not come to this porch for sightseeing or 
nostalgia but for the sake of their respective legal cases. For his part, Socrates has 
been indicted by Meletus on charges of corruption and impiety. notice in particular 
the way in which Plato characterizes Meletus’s charges here (3b): Socrates is said 
to be a “maker of gods” (poihth;n qew`n), insofar as he “makes new gods” (kainou;~ 
poiou`nta) and does not believe in the “old” ones (ajrcaivou~), and “makes innova-
tions in religious matters” (kainotomou`ntov~ peri; ta; qei`a). this wording is quite 
interesting, not least because all traditional poets and mythographers are “makers of 
gods” in the literal sense that they create images of the gods in words. In this broad 
sense, then, hesiod is just as much of a poihthv~ as Socrates is accused of being. 
the problem—at least in Meletus’s eyes—is that Socrates is allegedly a poihthv~ in 
a very different sense, namely, in the sense of making up false and non-traditional 
gods (such as his infamous daimonion).4 What is noteworthy here is that right from 
the outset of the dialogue Socrates emerges as someone who is critical of tradition 
(the “old”), including the traditional myths that are both the source and heart of that 
tradition. In fact, as we will see, this critical attitude toward tradition and toward 
myth is a recurrent theme in the dialogue as a whole, though as of yet we have not 
learned the reasons for it. What we do know is that it is precisely because Socrates 
holds such an attitude toward the accepted forms of god-making (such as hesiod’s 
Theogony) that he finds himself in legal trouble and that we find him in the present 
conversation with Euthyphro.

In these early pages Socrates also emerges as the figure familiar to us from the 
Apology and the other aporetic dialogues. he expresses disregard for public opinion 
and mockery (3c–d), a philanthropic desire to engage in philosophical conversa-
tion with others (3d), and a pointed concern for moral cultivation (2d). he further 
considers knowledge of the divine to be the “most important” thing, and hence re-
peatedly stresses an interest in becoming Euthyphro’s “pupil” and “learning” from 
him (5a). the latter statements are clearly ironic, for almost as soon as he opens his 
mouth does Euthyphro show himself to be a thoroughly hubristic and un-self-aware 
individual—exactly the sort of person from whom Socrates would least be likely to 

3richard Klonoski, “the Portico of the Archon basileus: the Significance of the Setting of Plato’s 
Euthyphro,” Classical Journal 81 (1986): 130–31.

4Of course, whether the historical Socrates was in fact guilty of such charges—in a legal and material 
sense—is another matter altogether, which I will not address here.
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learn anything. Euthyphro has complete confidence in himself, claiming to possess 
“accurate knowledge” of piety (5a), touting with pride his abilities as a seer, and 
treating as a badge of honor the fact that others mock him in the assembly (3b–c). 
he also claims to be a fellow-traveler with Socrates whose talents are misunderstood 
by the majority, despite the fact that he utterly lacks the kind of self-knowledge that 
Socrates prized above all else.

It is this complete self-assurance that has led to Euthyphro’s being at the King 
Archon’s court. the details of the case are well known: Euthyphro is prosecuting 
his own father for murder, on the grounds that he tied up a household servant and 
left him in a ditch as punishment for killing a fellow slave, as a result of which the 
servant subsequently died.5 Again the way in which Plato frames his description of 
the case is noteworthy. For Euthyphro’s motive in pursuing the prosecution—and 
indeed his sole motive in doing so—is to remove the pollution (mivasma) that he 
believes arose as a result of the murder. the concept of a mivasma was an old one, 
according to which certain impious deeds—particularly acts of killing—caused the 
doer to become defiled and impure, incurring a kind of taint. this taint, moreover, 
could spread to anyone else who had contact with the killer and hence posed a dan-
ger for both household and city. the only remedy was to purify oneself through the 
appropriate ritual actions. In this sense, Euthyphro’s legal case does not arise out 
of any impartial sense of justice but rather from a simple desire to cleanse himself 
and his household, and he seems to regard the act of prosecution as a sufficient form 
of purification (4c).6

Euthyphro’s adherence to this traditional concept of pollution is significant, as it 
tells us something about his character and mind-set. For whereas Socrates is marked 
off by a certain skepticism regarding the accepted beliefs and myths, Euthyphro is 
already emerging as more of a traditionalist. And in fact it is from the traditional 
myths that his understanding of pollution no doubt derives. A number of Greek 
myths involve instances of gods and heroes who are contaminated and must purify 
themselves, including Apollo (who was polluted as a result of slaying Python) and 
heracles (who was polluted as a result of slaying the son of King Eurytus).7 right 
from the outset, then, Euthyphro is presented as someone who accepts the veracity 
and authority of myth, in contrast to the more critical attitude of his conversation 

5For a further discussion of the legal aspects of the case, see Ian Kidd, “the case of homicide in Plato’s 
Euthyphro” in Owls to Athens, ed. E. M. craik (Oxford UK: clarendon, 1990), pp. 213–21; James P. hoopes, 
“Euthyphro’s case,” The Classical Bulletin 47 (1970): 1–6; John burnet, Plato’s Euthyphro, Apology of 
Socrates, and Crito (Oxford UK: clarendon, 1924), pp. 101ff.; r. E. Allen, Plato’s Euthyphro and the 
Earlier Theory of Forms (new york ny: humanities Press, 1970), pp. 20–21; richard Klonoski, “Setting 
and characterization in Plato’s Euthyphro,” Dialogos 19 (1984): 130–31; and Mark l. McPherran, “Justice 
and Pollution in the Euthyphro,” Apeiron 35 (2002): 109.

6Weiss, “virtue Without Knowledge,” pp. 264–65. It may also be that Euthyphro assumed that his legal 
case would be dismissed by the Archon, and hence took the mere act of filing the law-suit—demonstrating 
good intentions, as it were—to be sufficient for removing the pollution. cf. A. E. taylor, Plato: The Man and 
His Work (new york ny: Meridian, 1956), pp. 146–47; robert G. hoerber, “Plato’s Euthyphro,” Phronesis 3  
(1958): 97–98. Whether the pollution actually existed, of course, is another matter (Allen, Plato’s Euthyphro 
and the Earlier Theory of Forms, pp. 20–21). For a further (and excellent) discussion of the concept of pol-
lution, see McPherran, “Justice and Pollution in the Euthyphro.”

7William D. Furley, “the Figure of Euthyphro in Plato’s Dialogue,” Phronesis 30 (1985): 206.
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partner. In the remainder of the dialogue Plato will use these two contrasting attitudes 
as the basis of a wider discussion of the nature and value of myth.

FIrSt DEFInItIOn (5D–6E)

Euthyphro’s complete self-assurance in divine matters leads naturally to the “What 
is piety?” question. As Socrates sees it, if Euthyphro does in fact know what piety 
is, then he ought to be able to define it.8 the rest of the dialogue is taken up with 
various attempts to provide a correct definition. the nature and logic of these defi-
nitions have already been the subject of a great deal of discussion in the secondary 
literature, and so my primary concern here is not to re-examine those issues. rather, 
I wish to take an alternate—and generally neglected—approach: to consider the way 
in which Plato structures the series of definitions, and in particular the motives and 
assumptions that drive those definitions. A close examination reveals that it is, in 
part, Euthyphro’s adherence to traditional myth that undergirds each definition and 
that also to a large extent explains the failure of each definition.

let us then begin with his first definition.9 Euthyphro responds without hesitation 
that “the pious is to do what I am doing now,” namely, to prosecute a wrong-doer 
regardless of who the wrong-doer is (5d–e). this is, of course, the way in which 
most of Socrates’s interlocutors initially respond to his demands for definition, 
by pointing to some specific or particular thing that happens to have the quality 
in question (instead of offering a general definition). What is distinctive here is 
Euthyphro’s justification for the correctness of his proposed definition. he claims 
to have a “great proof” (mevga tekmhvrion, 5e3–4) that his actions are pious, in 
the form of several famous examples of gods who took strong action against their 
own fathers. he points to Zeus, who is said to have bound his father (Kronus) as 
punishment for swallowing his children; he also mentions Kronus himself, who 
castrated his father for likewise attempting to get rid of his children. We find this 
story recounted in hesiod’s Theogony as well as other sources.10 thus Euthyphro’s 
entire “proof”—his sole justification for the correctness of his definition—relies 
on a myth that he takes without question to be true. In fact, he claims that the myth 
proves not only that his definition is correct, but even further that the law (novmou, 
5e) is on his side.11 the fact that he has already (h[dh, 5e3) given this proof on other 

8this is the so-called “priority of definition” assumption that Socrates makes time and time again. It is 
clearly present in the Euthyphro: at 4e Euthyphro claims to have “precise knowledge” of piety, and then at 
5c–d Socrates subtly re-interprets this to mean that Euthyphro can therefore tell him the kind of thing that 
it is, i.e., the “one form” that it presents.

9there are different ways of counting the definitions in the Euthyphro, and I divide them as follows: the 
first (5e–6d) dealing with particularity, the second (6e–11b) dealing with god-belovedness, and the third 
(11e–15b) dealing with justice. the latter two definitions are further subdivided into several different phases.

10hesiod, Theogony, 154ff. For a list of the other sources, see robert Graves, The Greek Myths (har-
mondsworth UK: Penguin, 1960), pp. 37–41.

11Given his self-professed status as a seer with knowledge of the divine, this presumably refers to some 
notion of an unwritten divine law, and not to human or civic law (though it is unclear whether Euthyphro 
would himself be capable of making such a distinction). As burnet notes (Plato’s Euthyphro, Apology of 
Socrates, and Crito, pp. 112–13), Athenian (human) law at the time would likely have led to the conclu-
sion that Euthyphro did not even have a case to begin with. Moreover, Euthyphro would have had no need 
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occasions suggests that he regards himself as something of an expert on myth and 
law and that he touts such expertise as a particular point of pride.

the seriousness of Euthyphro’s adherence to traditional myth is worth under-
scoring. For he does not simply accept the myths of Zeus and Kronus in a loose 
way but accepts them to be true (ajlhqh`~, 6b3; ajlhqh`, 6c4). Incredulous, Socrates 
asks him directly whether he believes that there really is (tw`/ o[nti, 6b7) war 
and fighting among the gods, and Euthyphro readily answers in the affirmative.  
Euthyphro is therefore a literalist about the truth of the myths and does not merely 
attest to their truth in a weaker sense, such as through symbolism or allegory.12 
Moreover, the scope of his belief is quite wide, as it includes not only the Zeus-
Kronus theogonical cycle but all “such things as are told by the poets” and all the 
“other sacred things embroidered by the good writers” (6b9–c1). So too does it 
include visual representations of the myths, such as are on the sacred robe which 
is part of the Great Panathenaea festival (6c2–3). Euthyphro then goes so far as to 
say—twice—that he has knowledge of “even more surprising things” of which the 
majority are ignorant (6b5–6) and “many other things about the gods” which will 
“amaze” even Socrates (6c6–7).13

this kind of wholesale acceptance of traditional myth represents a mindset of 
which Plato’s Socrates is consistently critical, and we see here in the Euthyphro—
perhaps for the first time in the dialogues—some of the reasons for his criticisms. 
One problem is that the myths frequently depict the gods in a way that is false, that 
is, in a way that does not correspond to the true nature of the divine. After all, if 
the divine is supposed to be wholly good, the gods would never engage in violence 
against one another (as Euthyphro assumes). Although this idea does not receive 
full articulation until the Republic—where Socrates explicitly criticizes both the 
Theogony of hesiod and the battle of gods and giants depicted on the sacred robe 
of the Panathenaea festival14—he does broach the issue here in the Euthyphro. 
Socrates is so taken aback that he asks Euthyphro not once, but twice whether he 
“really” believes the traditional stories to be true. this skeptical attitude suggests 
that those stories are not to be fully trusted. (this point will become more explicit 
when we consider Euthyphro’s second and third definitions of piety, both of which 

to offer a proof of what Athenian law was. cf. Ian Walker, Plato’s Euthyphro (chico cA: Scholars Press, 
1984), pp. 66, 68.

12Edwards claims that Euthyphro is in fact an allegorist, on the grounds that although Euthyphro does 
accept the truth of the myths, nonetheless he also distances himself from what “men believe” (5e5) about 
the gods. See M. J. Edwards, “In Defense of Euthyphro,” American Journal of Philology 121 (2000): 215. 
I believe that such a view involves a misreading of the relevant passage. What Euthyphro says is not simply 
that “men believe” in the truth of the Zeus-Kronus myth, but that these men themselves believe in it (note 
the aujtoi, which Edwards does not translate). In other words, Euthyphro is simply trying to show that 
those who criticize him are—on their own terms—already in agreement with the rightness of his actions. 
Euthyphro does not therefore imply that he does not share their underlying beliefs; on the contrary, he does.

13What exactly these “other” things are is an open question. If they truly are unknown to the masses, then 
it likely does not include anything narrated explicitly in myth. Some have suggested that Euthyphro may 
have belonged to a fringe religious sect (such as Orphism), or that he was at least familiar with the sacred 
texts of such sects (burnet, Plato’s Euthyphro, Apology of Socrates, and Crito, pp. 115; Walker, Plato’s 
Euthyphro, p. 70). however, there is simply no evidence in the Euthyphro to know one way or the other.

14Republic 377e–378e.
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fail because of their reliance on a myth-based conception of the gods.) Indeed 
Socrates is quick to point out that he himself has a “hard time” accepting these things 
about the gods (duscerhv~ ajpolevcomai, 6a8). the term duscerhv~—as burnet 
notes—literally means “hard to take in hand” or “hard to grasp” and can also refer 
to a person who is fastidious and who does not like to “soil” his hands.15 there is 
thus a twofold implication: Socrates has a philosophical sense that the myths pres-
ent an image that does not correspond to fact and hence are “hard to grasp” (i.e., 
they do not square with what he knows through philosophical inquiry to be true). 
In addition, he may be worried about the moral and theological implications of the 
myths—saying something false about the gods—and hence wishes to avoid “soil-
ing” himself with something impious. Add to this, too, the fact that myths deal with 
events from a distant and unobservable past—lying outside of the scope of rational 
proof—and we can readily understand why the epistemically self-aware Socrates 
would remain skeptical.

Indeed the broader issue at stake concerns the kind of thing that myth is and its 
relation to philosophical methods of inquiry. In the most basic sense, to accept 
the veracity of myth—as Euthyphro does—is to rely an external authority for 
one’s understanding of the world. yet this is problematic for Socrates since true 
learning cannot come about through passive osmosis but instead requires active 
questioning, dialogue, and inquiry. Euthyphro’s language again illustrates the 
problem. he says that he can “narrate” (dihghvsomai, 6c7) things that are “even 
more wondrous” (qaumasiwvtera, 6b5) and that will “amaze” (ejkplachvsh/, 6c7) 
Socrates. Euthyphro’s emphasis here is on a kind of dazzling presentation that will 
awe his conversation partner into immediate and unquestioning acceptance, and 
indeed it is no coincidence that he uses some of the same terms (such as the verb 
ejkplachvnai) that are prominent in the context of religious mystery-cults. that he 
offers to “narrate” these things is significant as well, as it suggests a discourse that 
will be unbroken and story-like in its style. What Socrates is seeking, however, 
is not narration but dialogue—not wonders, but truths. Instead of a speech that 
leaves him awed, Socrates desires a mutually cooperative inquiry that will leave 
him knowledgeable. In a very elemental way, then, we find here in the Euthyphro 
an intimation of the muvqo~-lovgo~ polarity that permeates so many of Plato’s other 
dialogues. On the one side of the equation stands the rather uncritical Euthyphro, 
and on the other stands the philosophical Socrates.

SEcOnD DEFInItIOn (6E–11b)

thus Socrates’s explicitly stated reason for rejecting Euthyphro’s first definition—
that it lists one particular action that happens to be pious instead of pointing to the 
“one form” through which all pious actions are pious (6d–e)—does not tell the whole 
story. For the failure of the first definition is a result not merely of formal flaws 
(the particular versus the universal) but also of the questionable source (myth) that 
Euthyphro uses to justify it. that is, Euthyphro’s first effort fails both as a (non-)

15burnet, Plato’s Euthyphro, Apology of Socrates, and Crito, p. 114.
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definition and as a product and example of non-philosophical and uncritical thinking. 
In fact, this same problem recurs with respect to the second definition.

According to Euthyphro’s new definition, “what is dear to the gods is pious, what 
is not [dear to the gods] is impious” (7a). Socrates’s refutation of this definition is 
fairly clear-cut. From what Euthyphro has already agreed to, it follows that the gods 
are often in disagreement with one another, and in particular that they disagree about 
value judgments (the just, the beautiful, the good, etc.). but that means that one 
and the same thing will be both loved (considered “good” or “just”) by some gods 
and hated (considered “bad” or “unjust”) by others. hence again the definition is 
a formal failure, for if one and the same thing can be both pious (loved) and impi-
ous (hated), then we have failed to discover any sort of essence or characteristic to 
distinguish the former from the latter.16

but the problems with Euthyphro’s claim are not simply a matter of logical in-
consistency, for we must also ask what motivates the new definition. Substantively 
speaking, at the heart of the definition is a conception of the gods as the sorts of 
beings who can love, hate, and have disagreements with one another. In other 
words, Euthyphro uncritically endorses the traditional Greek view of the gods 
as anthropomorphic beings who experience the very same kinds of emotions and 
mental activities as humans. Indeed in the course of the passage running from 7a 
to 8a, Euthyphro reaffirms his commitment to anthropomorphism no fewer than 
four times.17 Such a conception of the gods, however, is ultimately derived from 
myth—stories such as hesiod’s Theogony that depict the gods doing and feeling 
the sorts of things that are familiar from the human experience. hence, again, the 
failure of Euthyphro’s definition is not simply a logical one—failing to demar-
cate the class of X’s from not-X’s—but also a substantive one, for he continues 
to rely on an external and unverified source of information (myth) to support 
his claims. In this sense, it is myth that is the ultimate cause of the failure of the 
definition (given that the logical inconsistency hinges on his prior commitment to 
anthropomorphism).18

Part of the implication here is that the traditional conception of the gods is false. 
Although it is only in other dialogues (like the Republic and Phaedrus) that we find an 
explicit rejection of traditional anthropomorphism, already in the Euthyphro Socrates 
is laying the foundation for that rejection. For if the gods do indeed disagree about 
what is just and good, then that means that at least some of the gods are mistaken, 
and hence are intellectually deficient. like humans, the gods too can be ignorant 
about the true nature of the good. Moreover, as Socrates insists elsewhere in the 
dialogues, since one cannot truly be virtuous without also knowing what virtue is, 

16cf. Allen, Plato’s Euthyphro and the Earlier Theory of Forms, pp. 33–34.
17At 7b5 he again agrees that the gods are in a state of discord with one another; at 7e5 and 8a3 he agrees 

that the gods have differing value judgments; and at 7e8 he agrees that the gods experience love and hate, 
and base those emotions on assessments of value.

18Weiss is one of the few commentators who appreciates the role of Euthyphro’s anthropomorphism in 
the failure of his definitions. See roslyn Weiss, “Euthyphro’s Failure,” Journal of the History of Philosophy 
24 (1986): 437–52. however, she does not ask why Euthyphro holds such a view, i.e., what his justification 
is—a matter that brings us to the question of myth.
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this means that the gods are also morally deficient (a fact that is already apparent 
from their violence against one another). the implication is that the sorts of gods 
in which Euthyphro believes are not in fact worthy of serving as moral examples, 
nor are their fickle loves and hatreds worthy of serving as the basis of piety.19 this 
explains why Socrates is quite careful in the present passage not to commit himself 
to the truth of Euthyphro’s claims. In the course of the discussion Socrates takes 
pains to emphasize that it is Euthyphro’s view that the gods disagree (“according 
to your argument,” 7e2; “as you say,” 7e9). likewise, his argument nowhere states 
that the gods do disagree. this point only follows through the implications if in fact 
they disagree (note the ei[per in 7d8, 8d9, and 8e6).

Euthyphro attempts to circumvent the problem of divine disagreement by claim-
ing that, with respect to his case, all the gods agree that his father unjustly killed 
his household servant, and hence deserves punishment (8b, 9a). naturally Socrates 
wants some sort of proof (tekmhvriovn, 9a2) and “clear sign” (tiv safe;~, 9b1–2) of 
the veracity of this claim—and sure enough Euthyphro believes that he can provide 
it. yet just as Euthyphro is about to offer this demonstration (ejpidexai, 9b5)—warn-
ing that it will be “no small task”—Socrates stops him from doing so. Why? the 
stated reason is that, even if it is true that all the gods approve of this one action, 
nonetheless, it still does not provide a general definition of what piety and impiety 
are. In other words, the truth or falsity of Euthyphro’s claim is irrelevant, given that 
it is still formally flawed and is a non-definition. So, any “proof” that Euthyphro 
might offer would simply be besides the point.

Most commentators have taken Socrates’s remark here at face value.20 I believe, 
however, that there is more going on in Socrates’s dialectical move than simply 
a desire to avoid time-wasting irrelevancies. For we must ask: just what, exactly, 
would Euthyphro’s “proof” consist in? no doubt he would repeat the method al-
ready displayed in his first definition, namely, an enumeration of instances in the 
traditional myths where the gods can be seen condemning the sort of thing that 
his father did and praising the sort of thing that he is now doing. Indeed, that the 
method of proof is based in myth helps to explain why it would be “no small task,” 
for it would require an exhaustive review of the hundreds and hundreds of extant 
myths dealing with cases of murder as well as an interpretation of their meaning.21 
no wonder, then, that Socrates wishes to cut off Euthyphro before he can begin. 
not only would this be a tedious process, but from Socrates’s point of view it would 
not even constitute a genuine “proof” in the first place. Socrates emphasizes that it 
is antithetical to the spirit of philosophical inquiry to merely accept someone else’s 
claim at face value and to “let it pass” (eji`men, 9e5). Instead, it is incumbent upon 
us to subject all claims to a process of examination (ejpiskopovmen, 9e4; skptevon, 
9e7, e8). Such is the method of elenchus that he practices time and time again, and 
such is the only genuine means of proving a statement. yet to accept traditional 

19cf. Weiss, “Euthyphro’s Failure,” p. 441; Weiss, “virtue Without Knowledge,” pp. 263–4; hoerber, 
“Plato’s Euthyphro,” p. 102.

20See, e.g., burnet, Plato’s Euthyphro, Apology of Socrates, and Crito, p. 124.
21cf. Phaedrus 229c–230a, where Socrates criticizes the allegorical interpretation of myth, on the grounds 

that it devolves into an endless and intractable task.
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myth as true (as Euthyphro does) is precisely to avoid this examination, since one 
is relying on an external authority, and indeed “letting it pass” simply on the basis 
of its culturally sanctioned provenance. by refusing to allow Euthyphro to proceed, 
Socrates is thus implying a criticism of the sort of method that Euthyphro would 
use in the first place.

nonetheless, Euthyphro’s suggestion—that all of the gods approve of his present 
action—serves as a basis for modifying his second definition. Instead of simply 
defining piety as “what the gods love,” he now proposes defining it as “what all 
the gods love” (9d–e). this leads, of course, to the paradox that is the most famous 
part of the dialogue. As Socrates immediately asks, “Is the pious being loved by 
the gods because it is pious, or is it pious because it is being loved by the gods?” 
(10a). the logic and structure the resultant argument have already been the subject 
of much detailed analysis, and so it is not my intention here to add anything further 
to that discussion.22 let us simply note the main lines of Socrates’s refutation. In 
response to Socrates’s question, Euthyphro chooses the former option, that the 
pious is loved because it is pious. the problem with this, however, is that—once 
again—it does not amount to an actual definition of what piety is. For if the gods 
love the pious because it is pious, then that means they love the pious because of 
what it is, i.e., because of its intrinsic set of characteristics. yet we still are wholly 
uninformed as to what those characteristics are—what it is, in other words, that 
distinguishes the pious from the impious and that thereby makes it worthy of being 
loved. being loved by the gods, then, is an accidental property and not an essential 
one. As Socrates puts the point, Euthyphro has identified only a pavqo~ (quality) of 
piety, and not its oujsiva (nature).

Once again, then, Euthyphro’s modified definition fails on a formal level. At the 
same time—and echoing what we have seen thus far—it is not merely a formal 
failure. After all, Euthyphro could have avoided Socrates’s refutation by affirming 
the latter option of the paradox, that the pious is such because it is being loved. yet 
he does not do so. Why? curiously, few commentators on the dialogue have asked 
this question.23 Admittedly, it would be a bold claim on Euthyphro’s part, for it 
would amount to a version of theological voluntarism (a kind of “divine command 
theory”)—the idea that the content of morality is determined solely by an act of 
divine will (in this case, an act of divine love). Even so, it would at least provide a 
clear definition. So, why does Euthyphro demur? the answer, I believe, is that such 
a view stands in direct conflict with his traditional, mythologically based concep-
tion of the gods. nowhere in the traditional myths are the gods represented as the 
sorts of beings who definitively establish the nature of right and wrong (or pious 
and impious) simply through a decree or fiat. true, there are numerous instances of 
divine capriciousness and willing, with the result that humans must be ever mind-
ful of their place in the scheme of things. but nowhere do we find the suggestion 

22For an overview of the main lines of scholarly interpretation over the years, as well as a detailed bib-
liography on the subject, see Wolfsdorf.

23Allen, Plato’s Euthyphro and the Earlier Theory of Forms, p. 45 suggests that it is “the strong pull of 
common sense” that leads Euthyphro to reject this view. While that is no doubt true to some extent, it is still 
worth asking why “common sense” militates so strongly against such a view.
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that the gods themselves are the sole source or essence of morality. For example, 
in hesiod’s Theogony (the very text that Euthyphro himself cites) there is clearly a 
moral order and sequence of fate that is independent of the gods and one to which the 
gods are therefore subject. Ouranus is described as “evil” (ajtasqavlou, 164), and his 
imprisonment of his children is described as an act of “evil outrage” (kakh;n lwvbhn, 
165) and as “ugly behavior” (ajeikeva e[rga, 166); Kronus’s own imprisonment of 
his children is motivated by fear since he learned that it was “fated” (pevprwto, 
464) for him to be defeated by his own child. the titans are eventually punished 
with being bound in tartaros as a result of their being “over-spirited” or “proud” 
(uJperquvmou~, 719). these moralistic descriptions of the gods’ actions as “cruel” 
and “ugly” and “proud” would make little sense if (as theological voluntarism would 
have it) divine will defined what was right.24 thus Euthyphro cannot accept any 
kind of theological voluntarism, for he has already committed himself to a view of 
the gods that precludes it. Once again, then, the failure of his definitions is due in 
large part to his myth-based theology.

It is worth noting, incidentally, that even if Euthyphro were to affirm theological 
voluntarism, it would still lead to a host of problems. For one thing, divine will-
ing (or loving) could serve as a reliable basis of piety only if the gods themselves 
were wholly reliable and based their love on a rational assessment of the nature of 
things. yet we have already seen that Euthyphro’s gods are intellectually and mor-
ally deficient, and so from Socrates’s view their conflicting assessments could in no 
way serve as the basis of virtue.25 this points to a broader problem with theological 
voluntarism, one that will receive full articulation only vis-à-vis the theory of Forms. 
to wit: the nature of piety, justice, and all the other virtues is eternal, and hence 
cannot be created by anyone, be it god or man. Indeed in other dialogues Socrates 
explicitly notes that the Forms are logically and ontologically prior even to the 
gods themselves.26 thus, even if Euthyphro were to have the courage to challenge 
the traditional views, it would not have helped him to provide a better definition.

IntErlUDE (11b–E)

by this point in the dialogue several of Euthyphro’s efforts to define piety have 
failed. they have failed, moreover, as a direct result of his uncritical attachment to 
traditional myths. We thus reach the quintessential moment of aporia that is char-
acteristic of so many of Plato’s dialogues. In this case, Euthyphro laments that he 
has “no way of telling you [Socrates] what I have in mind” regarding piety and does 
not know how to proceed (11b). It is at precisely at this moment of dramatic pause 
that Socrates himself refers to a myth (that of Daedalus) and appears to use it with 
all seriousness as a way of responding to Euthyphro. but why, exactly, does Plato 

24there is also the fact that Zeus marries—and does not create—the goddess themis, as we recall that 
qevmi~ means that which is “customary,” “lawful,” or “right.” It is from their union that Eunomia (“lawful-
ness”), Dike (“Justice”), and Eirene (“Peace”) are born, whose function it is to tend or take care of (wjreuvousi, 
903) human works, i.e., with reference to a prior standard and not by way of divine fiat.

25Weiss, “Euthyphro’s Failure,” pp. 445–46.
26See, e.g., Phaedrus 247d–e and 249c.
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have Socrates introduce a myth at this point, when the implication of everything 
said thus far has been to underscore the problems inherent in myth? to answer this 
question, let us take a closer look at the aporetic interlude.

Euthyphro complains that every proposal that they put forward “goes around” 
(perievrcetai) and “refuses to stay put” (oujk ejqevlei mevneln) where they attempt to 
establish it (11b). Socrates agrees, noting that in this respect Euthyphro’s definitions 
seem to belong to Socrates’s own “ancestor” Daedalus, who is said to have created 
statues that could move themselves.27 Euthyphro in turn accuses Socrates of being 
the Daedalus and of preventing the definitions from staying put.

to appreciate the full import of this exchange, let us first review the basics of the 
Daedalian legend. According to traditional myth, Daedalus, whose name daivdalo~ 
means “cunningly wrought,” was a master architect and builder said to have invented 
many tools and arts and to have produced works of exceptionally fine craftsmanship.28 
Most famously, he created an immense labyrinth at King Minos’s urging in order 
to imprison the Minotaur, the latter’s son. the labyrinth was so complex that Dae-
dalus himself could not find a way out when he and his son Icarus were themselves 
put there by Minos (as punishment for helping Minos’s wife mate with a bull). In 
order to escape, Daedalus used thread and wax to join some feathers together to 
make wings. he and his son then used the wings to fly away, but Icarus, ignoring 
his father’s warnings, flew too high in the sky, causing the wax to melt, and so fell 
into the sea and drowned.29

the myth of Daedalus thus calls up a number of themes and ideas, and in the pres-
ent context Plato wishes to appropriate them for his own purposes. For example, the 
motion motif—the Daedalian statues that move themselves—serves to reaffirm the 
deep contrast between Socrates and Euthyphro as interlocutors. Euthyphro refuses 

27Why, exactly, Socrates claims to have this ancestry and “kinship” is unclear. traditionally this has been 
taken to refer to the (alleged) fact that Socrates’s father (like Daedalus) was a marble-worker. McPherran 
thinks that it is a case of literal ancestry and that Socrates is referring to some sort of “inherited Daedalian 
trait.” See Mark l. McPherran, “the Aporetic Interlude and Fifth Elenchus of Plato’s Euthyphro,” Oxford 
Studies in Ancient Philosophy 24 (2003): 6n16. Given the paucity of evidence about Socrates and his family, 
however, I do not think that the matter can be resolved one way or the other.

28According to the ancient sources, Daedalus invented carpentry, a number of woodworking tools, the mast 
and yard of a ship, and “images” (this last item no doubt referring to his making of lifelike statues). Among 
the famous works that he produced were the following: a magic sword that made its possessor victorious 
in battle; statues that seemed to be alive and to move themselves (including one that fooled heracles into 
attacking it, and another that fooled a bull into mating with it); an elaborate dancing floor that rivaled the one 
made by hephaestus; a water reservoir; and a city atop a hill that was impregnable to attack. Pausanias (II.4.5) 
says that although his works are not sightly, they are all “inspired” (e[nqeon). Most commonly Daedalus is 
referred to as an “architect” (aJrcitevktwn), and his works are known as “Daedaleia.” the ancient sources: 
Apollodorus, Library, III.1.4, III.15.8; Diodorus Siculus, I.97.6, Iv.30.1, Iv.76.1–3, Iv.77.2–4, Iv.78.1–5; 
Ovid, vIII.159; homer, Iliad XvIII.590–92; Pliny, Natural History, vII.56.198, vII.56.209; hyginus, 40; 
bacchylides, 26; Palaephatus, 21; and clement of Alexandria, Protrepticus Iv.

29the myth of the labyrinth and the flight with Icarus can be found in Apollodorus, Library, III.1.4, 
III.15.8, Epitome I.12–13; Diodorus Siculus, Iv.77.4–9; Ovid, vIII.152–259; Strabo, 14.1.19; Arrian, Anaba-
sis, vII.20.5; virgil, Aeneid, vI.14–33; Palaephatus, 12; and hyginus, 40. For further details regarding all 
of the relevant myths as well as the ancient source material, see Graves, pp. 311–18, and timothy Gantz, 
Early Greek Myth (baltimore MD: the Johns hopkins Univ. Press, 1993), pp. 260–62, 273–75. the myth 
of Daedalus and his moving statues also occurs in Meno 97d–98a.
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to take ownership of his definitions and instead refers to them using the royal “we” 
(“that which we put forward” [11b7]; “wherever we attempt to establish it” [11b8]). 
Adhering to this impersonal way of talking, Euthyphro blames the definitions them-
selves for “going around” and “refusing to stay put.” When Socrates refuses to play 
along with this kind of talk—reminding Euthyphro that these are “your statements” 
(soiv, 11c1; sai;, 11c4)—the latter strikes back by saying that it is in fact Socrates 
who is “the Daedalus” and that it is Socrates’s fault that their words do not stay put. 
What this exchange reveals is not only Euthyphro’s frustration with the conversation 
but also his shirking of his dialogical responsibilities. Philosophical inquiry (at least 
as Socrates conceives of it) requires the participants to state what they themselves 
truly believe, to subject those beliefs to examination, and to revise (or abandon) 
those beliefs if necessary. In addition, it requires a spirit of cooperation in which the 
search for truth replaces ad hominem attack. by hiding from his own statements and 
by blaming Socrates for the insufficiencies of the previous definitions, Euthyphro 
has failed on both counts. he thus shows himself to be unwilling to engage with 
Socrates as a cooperative dialogical partner and proves to be a flesh-and-blood 
instantiation of the very Daedalian slipperiness that he criticizes.

In addition to highlighting Euthyphro’s deficiencies as an interlocutor, the 
Daedalus myth also provides Socrates—within the dramatic frame of the dia-
logue—with a way of responding to those deficiencies. In this dramatic moment 
of aporia, Euthyphro is ready to give up. Socrates thus offers several exhortations 
to his companion, urging him to “eagerly” (proquvmw~, 11b4) define piety and not 
“give up” (mh; proapokavmh/~, 11e4). Socrates also criticizes him for “being soft” 
(trufovn, 11e2, 12a5) and tells him to “pull himself together” (sovntiene sautovn, 
12a6). Parallel to these explicit exhortations, however, the use of the Daedalus myth 
serves as an additional nudge. After all, Euthyphro has already shown himself to be 
thoroughly enmeshed in the world of traditional mythology. What better way, then, 
for Socrates to get his attention than by appealing to that which Euthyphro knows 
best? In this sense, that Socrates would himself introduce a myth is quite appropri-
ate, given that it responds to the needs and the limitations of the interlocutor who 
now stands before him. Potentially it could very well encourage Euthyphro to “pull 
himself together” in a way that other admonishments might not.

On a further level, the introduction of the Daedalus myth allows Plato to draw 
attention to broader issues of philosophical method. like Daedalus’s statues, which 
move themselves, Euthyphro’s definitions lack a kind of stability and reliability; 
and like the hapless Minotaur, Euthyphro now finds himself hopelessly lost within a 
dialectical labyrinth. On the surface both Euthyphro and Socrates seem to share the 
same goal, as they both express a desire for greater stability in their search (11c8–d2, 
11d7–e1). but in reality they have quite different motives. If it were up to Euthyphro, 
the previous lovgoi would remain “as they were” (e[menen a[n tau`ta ou{tw~, d1–2). 
this implies that Euthyphro would be perfectly content to have his definitions stand, 
regardless of whether they were correct—a simplistic desire for dialogical stability 
and one that is no doubt motivated by a desire to preserve divine sanction for his 
present actions in the courtroom. by contrast, Socrates says that having unmoving 
lovgoi would be more valuable than either the wisdom of Daedalus or the wealth 
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of tantalus. It is thus the lovgo~ itself to which Socrates is committed—the truth 
regarding piety—and not any one person’s attempt to articulate that truth.

Underlying these contrasting motives are two different conceptions of how one 
might attain an unmoving and stable lovgo~. For Euthyphro the stability of belief 
derives from traditional myth, which—he believes—provides a solid foundation 
for understanding and practicing piety. yet it is precisely because of this uncritical 
acceptance of myth that Euthyphro’s definitions do not stay in one place, for he 
lacks the perspective with which to anticipate objections and inconsistencies. (It 
is also ironic that Euthyphro finds stability in the traditional stories since Greek 
mythology—with its endless variations across regions and generations—is any-
thing but static.) In reality the only true way of attaining the stability of knowledge 
is by way of dialogical inquiry. We can therefore see the ways in which Socrates 
does and does not resemble the figure of Daedalus. like Daedalus, Socrates too 
practices a type of craft (tevcnh, d4, d6), albeit one that produces works in words 
(ta; ejn toi`~ lovgoi~, c3) and not in marble or stone. but unlike the mythical fig-
ure—and contrary to what Euthyphro thinks—Socrates does not design his product 
(his lovgoi) with the express purpose of entrapping others in a labyrinth. For, if 
anything, the elenchus seeks to help us escape from the labyrinth of inconsistent 
and unstable beliefs.30

there is, finally, an interesting invocation of a father-son motif in Plato’s use of the 
Daedalus myth.31 Icarus ignored his father’s warnings, flew too high in the sky and 
as a result met his fate. his is therefore an act of hubris, both because he defies his 
father and because his reaching toward the heavens represents an encroachment on 
the gods’ sphere.32 but Euthyphro too is a kind of Icarus. In the most obvious sense, 
Euthyphro too is something of an impetuous youth who defies his father’s authority, 
not to mention the wishes and entreaties of other family members. Even more damn-
ing, though, is that Euthyphro—like Icarus—is blatantly encroaching upon the gods’ 
sphere. by claiming to have precise knowledge of piety and by asserting the right to 

30cf. McPherran, “the Aporetic Interlude,” pp. 11–14. As McPherran notes, by drawing a link between 
the Euthyphro and the Meno, beliefs and lovgoi are “Daedalian” if they are not adequately tied down by 
rational understanding. Socrates believes that his tevcnh allows his interlocutors to discover such instability 
(as well as its source). Ironically, even if it were Socrates’s express intention to imprison others in a dialectical 
labyrinth, it would follow that he himself—like Daedalus (under Minos’s punishment)—would ultimately 
become trapped by his own creation. Perhaps this is a way of re-casting Socrates’s oft-repeated claims to 
ignorance and his assertions that he himself does not know the answers to his own questions.

31I am indebted to McPherran (“the Aporetic Interlude,” pp. 14–17) for this insight.
32the ancient sources are somewhat vague as to why exactly Icarus ignored his father’s warnings. they 

suggest a combination of impetuousness, exhilaration, and recklessness. Apollodorus refers to Icarus as 
yucagagwgouvmeno~ (Epitome I.12), an intriguing word that conveys the idea that his soul was being 
“allured” or “led” astray. Diodorus blames it on the ignorance of youth (neovthta, Iv.77.9), and Arrian 
likewise blames his “folly” (ajnoiva~, Anabasis vII.20.5). lucian mentions a ‘high-minded’ ambition (uJyhla; 
ejfrovnhsan, Gallus 23), while Ovid focuses on the “joy” that Icarus felt while aloft and the “temptation” of 
the wide open sky (vIII.223–225). Any of these could be an apt description for Euthyphro, be it his high-
mindedness, his youthfulness—which, as is noted several times, contrasts with the old age of both his father 
(4a4, 15d6) and of Socrates (12a4)—or the thrill that he no doubt felt at being self-consciously iconoclastic 
(as he himself makes clear at 3b–c). clearly, though, Euthyphro’s youth—like that of Icarus—is a liability, 
as indeed Socrates chides him several times for his laziness and effeminacy in the inquiry (e.g., at 11e–12a).
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do exactly as Zeus and Kronus did, Euthyphro demonstrates an hubristic attempt to 
place himself on the level of the gods. this amounts to a lack of self-knowledge in the 
Socratic sense (not knowing one’s ignorance and limitations) as well as a complete 
lack of awareness of one’s place in the scheme of things.

Plato’s use of the Daedalus myth is thus both dialogically and philosophically 
motivated. On a dialogical level, it serves to highlight the contrasts between Socrates 
and Euthyphro as interlocutors as well as to remind us of the latter’s hubristic tenden-
cies. It is also an appropriate tool for Socrates to use, given that it fits well with the 
pre-existing belief-set of his interlocutor. On a philosophical level, it serves to bring 
the question of dialectical method to the fore and to have us reflect on the status of 
the present inquiry. Such a focus on method is strategically positioned, given that 
it arises at a dramatic moment of aporia when we are most apt to reflect on where 
we have been and where we are going. And, once again, we find an underlying a 
contrast between muvqo~ and lovgo~. that Plato himself is willing to use a myth, 
however, shows us that this contrast is not to be understood simply in black-and-
white terms. A myth can serve philosophical ends even if it is ultimately subordinate 
to the dialogical inquiry in which it is set.

thIrD DEFInItIOn (11E–15b)

With Socrates’s mythic exhortation in place, the search for the nature of piety  
resumes. the basis of the third (and final) definition is the notion—put forward by 
Socrates and readily agreed to by Euthyphro—that “piety is a part of justice” (12d). 
the justification for this claim is itself interesting. relying on his trademark use of 
arguments by analogy, Socrates considers the parallel case of fear and shame. For 
just as shame is a part of fear and not vice versa (given that there are some fearsome 
things like diseases that are not shameful), so too is piety a part of justice and not 
vice versa. notice, however, that Socrates goes out of his way to contrast his view 
with that of an anonymous mythic poet. According to this poet, whose quoted verse 
concerns Zeus the creator, fear is a part of shame (12a9–b1), which is precisely the 
view that Socrates now declares to be false. So here we have, in a very brief way, 
yet another criticism of the authority and veridicality of myth and poetry.33

the question that then takes up the remainder of the dialogue is about which part 
of justice piety is. At first Euthyphro suggests that piety is the part of justice con-
cerned with care (qerapeiva) of the gods (12e). this definition founders, however, 
on the fact that care implies that the object of one’s care can be benefited. but this 
cannot be the case with the gods, who could in no way be made better by human 
effort. So Euthyphro suggests, secondly, that piety is a kind of service (ujphretikhv) 
to the gods, i.e., an activity that—with the gods’ direction—results in some sort of 
good or excellent product (13dff.). but this raises the further question: what, exactly, 
is the “great product” (to; pavgkalon e[rgon, 13e10–11) that our service yields? 
to this Euthyphro answers that it amounts to a knowledge of prayer and sacrifice, 

33Aside from its relevance to the part-whole discussion, why does Socrates cite this particular verse? no 
doubt the reference to Zeus the creator plays well to Euthyphro, and also fits with the earlier references to 
the Theogony.
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through which we do and say what is pleasing to the gods (14b2–7). On this view, 
then, piety becomes a kind of “trading skill” (ejmporikhv tevcnh, 14e6) of giving to 
and asking from the gods. What the gods seek are such things as honor, reverence, 
and gratitude (15a9–10). but Socrates objects once more by claiming that this view 
merely reiterates the earlier notion of god-belovedness—doing and saying what the 
gods love—and hence is not really a new definition.

As was the case earlier in the dialogue, so too here the engine that both drives 
Euthyphro’s answers as well as accounts for their failure is his adherence to a mythi-
cally based, anthropomorphic conception of the gods. the very notion of qerapeiva, 
for instance, implies that Euthyphro considers the gods to be the sorts of needy and 
imperfect personalities who would indeed require “tending” or “care.” yet such is 
precisely the image that we receive of the gods from homer, hesiod, and the other 
mythic poets. the shift to a notion of uJphretikh fares little better, and indeed may 
only make matters worse, for now Euthyphro is explicitly conceiving of the relation 
between the human and the divine on the model of a commercial transaction. the 
gods have their needs, and we humans have ours, and so we engage in a kind of quid 
pro quo. And again, each element of this conception of piety—that we are “servants” 
(uJphrevtai~, 13e11) to be used at the gods’ disposal; that what the gods seek are 
honor and gratitude (15a9–10); and that the best means of doing so is specifically 
through prayer and sacrifice (14b3–4)—derives directly from traditional Athenian 
ritual and myth. Indeed Greek myths are filled with numerous examples of slighted 
gods who wreak havoc on individuals for failing to make the proper offerings as 
well as countless examples of mortals who go out of their way to make elaborate 
offerings so as to receive divine favor in some specific matter.34 Euthyphro thus does 
not invent any of this but instead relies on a pre-existing model as the basis for his 
final set of definitions.

As others have noted, this view of piety as uJphretikhv is both materialistic and 
self-serving.35 It is materialistic insofar as it revolves around the giving and receiving 
of specific tangible goods. It is self-serving insofar as the individual worshiper has 
as his primary motivation the securing of his own personal advantage. Euthyphro 
himself is a case in point, as he fears being polluted by his father, and so seeks to 
please the gods and thereby derive their personal protection.36 that Socrates rejects 
this whole way of thinking is clear. While awaiting a further elucidation of the “great 
product” (to; pavgkalon e[rgon) which Euthyphro’s “service” to the gods yields, 

34here are a few examples: (1) Prometheus’s eternal punishment resulted from the fact that he deceived 
Zeus into receiving the less choiceworthy parts of animal offerings. (2) Deucalion, who survived the primeval 
flood, made the proper sacrifice to Zeus, and as a reward was granted the favor of re-populating the earth. (3) 
Oineus failed to sacrifice to Artemis, and as a result was punished with a savage boar who ravaged his land. 
(4) At the onset of the trojan war, Agamemnon had to sacrifice his daughter to appease Artemis’s wrath. 
(5) King Minos failed to sacrifice a special bull to Poseidon, with the result that Poseidon caused Minos’s 
wife to mate with the bull and to give birth to the Minotaur. Also cf. Furley, pp. 206–07, who notes that the 
pattern of “prayer and sacrifice” is quite common in the Iliad.

35harry neumann, “the Problem of Piety in Plato’s Euthyphro,” Modern Schoolman 43 (1966): 267–69; 
hoerber, “Plato’s Euthyphro,” pp. 105–06; Weiss, “virtue Without Knowledge,” p. 266.

36In principle Socrates would agree that piety involves doing what is pleasing to the gods; he simply has 
a very different notion of what is truly “pleasing.” I will say more on this point below.
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Socrates becomes increasingly frustrated, for he feels that he has not yet learned 
the true nature of piety. but Socrates agrees to continue the conversation to the 
end, for “the lover of inquiry must follow his beloved wherever it may lead him” 
(14c3–4). these words are quite telling, suggesting that it is Euthyphro—with his 
anthropomorphism and adherence to myth—who has largely set the terms of the 
discussion and who therefore bears the greatest responsibility for its misdirections 
and inconclusiveness. As someone who is committed above all to the lovgoi, Socrates 
is quite willing and eager to follow along. yet this does not imply an actual approval 
of the direction of the conversation. Far from agreeing with Euthyphro’s notion of 
a commercialized ujphretikhv, Socrates’s already-stated skepticism regarding myth 
suggests just the opposite. So, with his programmatic remark at 14c, Plato is in effect 
offering the reader a kind of meta-narrative warning: review the present dialogue 
and learn from it what you can, but realize that it is not the final word and that a 
better path—one that is not so heavily interwoven with myth—is yet to be found.

FInAl ScEnE (15b–16A)

In fact, the concluding scene of the dialogue makes this very point explicitly and so 
provides a characteristically self-aware way of winding down the inquiry. As he did 
earlier in the aporetic interlude, so too here Socrates himself uses myth to make his 
point. Socrates begins by reprising the figure of Daedalus by asserting once more 
that it is Euthyphro—whose definitions do not stay put and who has now brought 
us in a full circle (back to the notion of god-belovedness)—who is the true likeness 
of the mythical craftsman (15b–d). Socrates then compares Euthyphro to another 
mythical figure, the prophetic sea-god Proteus and says that he (Socrates) will not 
let his interlocutor escape without defining piety. how and why is Plato using these 
myths here and what is their philosophical import?

As was the case in the aporetic interlude, one of the purposes of these conclud-
ing myths is to reaffirm and highlight the character contrast between Socrates and 
Euthyphro. Proteus was a sea-god who could change his form and shape at will. For 
example, he is said to be able to transform himself into various animals, plants, and 
even material elements like water and fire. he was also a prophet with knowledge of 
all things in the past, present, and future. however, he did not share this prophetic 
wisdom willingly but did so only upon being captured and bound.37 Proteus is there-
fore a most apt reference for Socrates to use as a basis for comparison. like Proteus, 
Euthyphro is (or claims to be) a prophet. like Proteus, Euthyphro is an elusive and 
slippery interlocutor, someone whose Daedalian lovgoi constantly change forms and 
do not stay in one place. Moreover, Euthyphro is very resistant to being “held fast” 
within the constraints of a dialogical inquiry, as he does not wish to have his views 
subjected to others’ scrutiny (and so must be forced to do so). It is thus that—as we 

37the main ancient sources for the Proteus myth are Odyssey Iv.82–570 and virgil, Georgics, Iv.387–528. 
Aeschylus apparently wrote a play—now lost—called Proteus that explored the Menelaus episode in greater 
detail. In homer’s version it is Menelaus who seeks to capture Proteus, whereas in virgil’s version it is 
Aristaeus who seeks to do so. In both versions Proteus is caught as a result of being taken by surprise during 
his noontime nap among the seals, though not without a fight in which he changes forms numerous times.
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have already seen—Socrates must offer a number of exhortations to his companion, 
to criticize his “laziness” (11e, 12a) and to prevent him from giving up.

At the very end of the dialogue Euthyphro quite literally escapes when he sud-
denly refuses to answer any more of Socrates’s questions and hurries away (15e). 
but the flight reflex also emerges more subtly, as throughout the dialogue Euthyphro 
displays an accommodationist tendency that reminds us of the sophists.38 When 
backed against a wall, Euthyphro is inclined to tell his audience what he thinks 
they want to hear rather than what is true. Early on, for instance, he responds to 
Socrates’s demand for a general definition by saying: “If that is how you want it, 
Socrates, that is how I will tell you” (6e7–8). towards the end, Euthyphro agrees 
to characterize his view of piety as an ejmporikhv tevcnh, for no other reason than 
that Socrates “prefer[s] to call it that” (14e8). Such is the easy way out, offering 
agreement merely for the sake of hastening the conclusion of the conversation. to 
refer to Euthyphro as a Proteus is therefore a general way of pointing to his repeated 
attempts to escape from his philosophical pursuers.

Following the tradition of the original (homeric) myth, this would make Socrates 
into a kind of Menelaus, the king and trojan war hero who successfully bound 
Proteus long enough for the latter to reveal his prophetic wisdom. And this com-
parison, too, is apt. After all, the context of Menelaus’s capture of Proteus was 
his attempt to find his way home after being blown off course. Metaphorically 
speaking, the “home” that Socrates seeks is the true lovgo~, the one form (ei[do~) 
of piety through which—as he says—he can both combat Meletus’s charges and 
live a better life (15e–16a). to get there Socrates uses tenacity and persistence to 
attempt to hold fast his protean interlocutor and get him to join the search. Socrates 
is the “lover of inquiry” who will follow the argument wherever it leads (14c). he 
is “concentrating his mind” on the matter at hand (14d) and will not give up vol-
untarily (15c). he repeatedly states his desire to learn and to become Euthyphro’s 
student (5a–c; 6d; 9a; 9d; 11e; 12e; 14c). thus when Socrates refers to his “great 
hope” of learning what piety is (15e), there is no doubt some irony in his words, 
given the patent shortcomings of his interlocutor, but so too is there a genuine 
desire to discover the nature of piety.

In addition to highlighting the character contrast between Socrates and Euthyphro, 
the Daedalus and Proteus myths also serve a metanarrative role, for they call at-
tention to the status and limits of the present inquiry. there is again the suggestion 
that it is Euthyphro’s lovgoi that are Daedalian since they move around and do not 
stay put (15b8). but Socrates now adds a new note by claiming that Euthyphro is 
in fact much more skillful (tecniwvtero~) than Daedalus, since his words do not 
merely move but have now gone around in a circle. the basis of this remark is the 
fact that Euthyphro’s final definition—relying on the idea that piety provides prayer 
and sacrifices to the gods, which are dear (fivlon) to them—once again returns us to 
the earlier notion of god-belovedness. the implication, of course, is that Euthyphro 
still has not defined the nature of piety but has merely resorted to already-discredited 

38this reminder is no accident, and in the Euthydemus (288b) Socrates explicitly refers to Proteus as a 
sophist (McPherran, “the Aporetic Interlude,” p. 31).
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concepts. this calls to mind the image of the labyrinth, the “maze of winding ways” 
that “confused the passage out” (as the ancient mythographer Apollodorus describes 
it).39 the inquiry thus far has indeed been twisting and turning, and without any 
apparent exit in sight. It is no wonder that we have arrived at the same point from 
which we began. the question then becomes: how can we escape the dialectical 
labyrinth and aporia?

Socrates broaches an answer in the next passage. Either our previous statements 
are incorrect or our present statements are incorrect; accordingly, we must again 
investigate the matter from the beginning (ejx ajrch`/~ a[ra hJmin pavlin skeptevon, 
15c11). this brief remark is vital for our understanding of the dialogue as a whole. 
Socrates and Euthyphro end their conversation in a continued state of aporia, for 
they still do not know what piety is. true, there have been a number of suggestions 
along the way, some of which might very well contain a kernel of truth. but the 
fact is that, at present, they do not know which of the previous points (if any) are 
reliable. hence the need to start the inquiry again, from a fresh set of ideas and op-
erating assumptions. no doubt much of the need for this fresh start stems from the 
fact that the inquiry has been utterly shaped—and tainted—by the mythically-based 
conception of the divine that Euthyphro has brought to the table. What is needed, 
then, is not simply a tweaking of this or that thesis, but (potentially) a wholesale 
reconsideration of the matter. this provides a pointer to the reader as well: if we 
wish to grasp the nature of piety, we too must “again investigate the matter from the 
beginning.” this will require us, on the one hand, to re-examine the just-completed 
dialogue, both on the level of individual arguments and on the level of the dialogical 
whole. Doing so should in turn provoke us to move beyond this very dialogue as 
we begin to recognize its limitations and so seek out a higher-order inquiry that is 
not tainted by mythical assumptions.40

cOnclUSIOn

It has been my aim in this article to offer a holistic examination of the Euthyphro, 
in contrast to the piecemeal and fine-grained approaches of much of the secondary 
literature. having now laid out the main argumentative and dramatic progression 
of the Euthyphro, I hope to have made it clear that the dialogue is, in fact, an inte-
grated and unified whole. Specifically, I have argued that myth plays a recurring 
and important role throughout the dialogue as a whole, both as a topic of interest 

39Apollodorus, The Library of Greek Mythology, trans. robin hard (Oxford UK: Oxford Univ. Press, 
1997), III.1.4 (also cf. III.15.8); also cf. Diodorus Siculus, Iv.77.4 and Ovid, Metamorphoses vIII.159–68. 
Each of these descriptions of the labyrinth emphasize the winding nature of the passage-ways as the key 
feature that prevents one from finding the way out.

40In saying this, I disagree with those commentators who read Socrates’s remark at 15c as pointing us 
toward some specific spot in the text as containing a true account of piety. For example, Parry (“holiness as 
Service,” p. 531) focuses on the discussion of qerapeiva and uJperhtikhv after the interlude, while cornford 
(“Plato’s Euthyphro or how to read a Socratic Dialogue,” pp. 231–34) sees the discussion of god-belovedness 
in the second definition as the “central point” of the dialogue. yet such approaches are problematic, for 
Socrates clearly urges us to investigate again from the beginning, and not simply to extract individual pas-
sages of interest. Meaning, then, is to be found in the whole and not merely the parts.
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and as a form of discourse that Plato himself uses. On a structural level, myth oc-
curs at the beginning (6a), mid-point (11b), and end (15b–d) of the Euthyphro. On 
a dialogical level, a mythically-based conception of the gods is one of the main 
motivations for each of Euthyphro’s definitions. It is the basis of his conviction that 
his present actions in the courtroom are justified (the first definition). It undergirds 
his acceptance of the idea that the gods are the sorts of beings who love and hate, 
and it undergirds his rejection of theological voluntarism (the second definition). 
It is the basis of his conception of a quid pro quo bartering relation between gods 
and men (the third definition). At the same time, this adherence to myth is also a 
key reason for the failure of each of those definitions. thus Plato clearly wishes to 
put the issue of muvqo~ in the foreground and to have us reflect on it. but why do 
so in this context, where the ostensible topic of discussion is piety? And just what 
exactly is the overall message that Plato is trying to convey?41

Part of the point is methodological and epistemological. Plato is establishing 
here—albeit in a rudimentary form that is not fully developed—a contrast between 
muvqo~ and lovgo~ that will become increasingly prominent in other dialogues. If 
what I have argued here is correct, the problems faced by Euthyphro’s various 
definitions are not merely formal or logical (as many commentators have supposed) 
but also substantive, for the definitions rely on a source of authority that Socrates 
considers illegitimate. On Euthyphro’s view, the gods fight, love, hate, and demand 
to be placated by prayer and sacrifice. this conception of the gods remains prevalent 
throughout the dialogue, and it is one with which Socrates profoundly disagrees. 
After all, such neediness and instability imply that the gods are morally and intel-
lectually deficient (and, so, are hardly worthy of the name qeiov~). but the falsity of 
Euthyphro’s theology should also lead us to cast doubt upon its source in myth. In 
other words, any tradition or medium that represents the gods in an inaccurate way 
cannot be relied upon as a source of information. From a purely methodological 
point of view this critique of myth makes sense. Socrates insists that piety be defined 
with reference to the one form (6d) through which it is pious. yet the traditional 
myths, with their endless variety across time and place, could hardly provide any 
one form of anything.42

this critique of myth can in turn help us to understand whether or not the  
Euthyphro presents a positive account of piety; that is, whether the question “What 
is piety?” remains unanswered at the end of the dialogue, or whether it receives 
some sort of (perhaps implicit) reply. A great deal of ink has been spilled trying to 
resolve this issue, without any conclusive results.43 We can, I think, use the question 
of myth as a way of approaching the matter. If what I have argued here is correct, 
part of Plato’s point in the Euthyphro is that we cannot obtain stable knowledge of 

41As a general matter, I take it that “form” and “content” are interwoven and interdependent in Plato’s 
dialogues. hence, when we discuss the structure of the Euthyphro, we must also ask about the philosophical 
implications and significance of that structure.

42For any given myth there were always multiple versions, as can be seen in a review of the surviving ancient 
sources. In other dialogues Socrates will articulate this criticism in a metaphysical vein: given that myths 
are particulars, they could not articulate the true nature of reality, which is a universal (the Form of Justice).

43For some of the references, see n1 above on the constructivism debate.
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piety via myth. yet as Socrates states many times in the dialogues—including the 
Euthyphro—someone who does not know what virtue is cannot be virtuous (and 
hence someone who does not know what piety is cannot be pious).44 thus some-
one who relies on myth as a source of knowledge on piety cannot hope thereby to 
become pious, given that he is relying on a faulty medium. What is it, then, that 
would make us pious—or more precisely, how would we discover what it would 
take to make us pious? Socrates’s answer is that we need a method of inquiry that 
is not based in myth, and the Euthyphro points to just such a method: philosophical 
dialogue and Socratic elenchus. In order to become pious, then—for which obtaining 
knowledge of piety is a necessary precondition—we must engage in philosophical 
inquiry, which is exactly what Socrates has been urging Euthyphro to do throughout 
their conversation.45

In addition to providing some insight into Socrates’s positive conception of piety, 
the issue of myth also helps shed some light on the use of Euthyphro as a character 
and interlocutor. there has been a fair amount of debate in the secondary literature 
as to just what role Euthyphro plays in the dialogue. Does he represent mainstream 
and orthodox Athenian religious belief, such that he is a symbolic extension of the 
culturally conservative Meletus? Or is he a more iconoclastic figure who holds decid-
edly unconventional and non-traditional views?46 When addressing this question, it 
is helpful to be specific as to the exact sense in which Euthyphro might or might not 
be “orthodox.” clearly, if we are considering only his present actions—specifically, 
his prosecution of his father—then he is a rather unorthodox figure. For his legal case 
shocks his own family and friends, and it also seems to run counter to both the law in 
Athens as well as the patriarchal family structure of the polis.47 but the deeper (and 

44At 15d Socrates says that Euthyphro would not have prosecuted his father—an action that he believes 
to be pious—if he did not have “clear knowledge” (h[dhsqa safh`~) of piety and impiety. the implication 
is that, in order for one’s action actually to be pious, one must have the relevant knowledge.

45this is not exactly a radical conclusion, and thus was perhaps to be expected all along. It also accords 
with the conclusions of those “constructivist” scholars who have taken Socratic piety to consist in the philo-
sophical life and the tendance of one’s soul, including Fineburg, McPherran in “the Aporetic Interlude,” 
Parry, A. E. taylor, and c. c. W. taylor. Unlike those scholars, however, I am not making a first-order 
claim about what (in Plato’s view) piety is; rather, I am making the second-order claim about how we can 
potentially discover what piety is. Furthermore—and again in contrast to a number of the constructivists 
(such as McPherran in “the Aporetic Interlude,” Parry, rabinowitz, cornford, and A. E. taylor)—I do not 
believe that there is any one particular definition or passage in the Euthyphro that reveals a positive account 
of piety. Many of these commentators focus on the third definition and believe that the hidden key lies in 
finding the unidentified pavgkalon e[rgon that our service to the gods produces. but I think that we must 
consider what the dialogue as a whole has to tell us, and not just any one argument or passage. cf. n40 above.

46those who regard Euthyphro as an unorthodox figure include McPherran in “Justice and Pollution,” 
burnet, A. E. taylor, Klonoski in “Setting and characterization,” neumann, hoerber, Edwards, hoopes, and 
Frederick rosen in “Piety and Justice: Plato’s Euthyphro,” Philosophy 43 (1968): 105–16. those who see 
him as a more mainstream and orthodox figure include Furley; P. t. Geach, “Plato’s Euthyphro: An Analysis 
and commentary,” Monist 50 (1966): 369–82; heidel; George Grote, Plato and the Other Companions of 
Sokrates (london UK: J. Murray, 1888); romano Guardini, The Death of Socrates (cleveland Oh: Meridian, 
1948); b. Jowett, The Works of Plato (new york ny: tudor, 1937); and nicholas J. Moutafakis, “Plato’s 
Emergence in the Euthyphro,” Apeiron 5 (1971): 23–32.

47On the tenuous legal status of Euthyphro’s case, see n5 above; on the patriarchal aspect of Greek 
culture, see hoopes.
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more interesting) question, I think, is whether Euthyphro is unorthodox in his beliefs 
and his general mindset. After all, unorthodox actions could very well be motivated 
by quite orthodox beliefs. And in fact—based on what I have argued in this paper—
Euthyphro is quite orthodox in this latter sense, given that he is wedded to a set of 
myths that are thoroughly traditional and commonly accepted. the justification for 
his legal case and the justification for his attempted definitions are not some set of 
novel theological or philosophical views but the very stories embedded in all aspects 
of contemporary Athenian life. In at least this one respect, then—his unquestioning 
and uncritical acceptance of traditional authority—Euthyphro is indeed “orthodox” 
so long as we understand that term to refer to a particular mindset. this is the case 
even though Euthyphro himself would not want to admit it.48

Finally, the Euthyphro shows that, despite whatever limitations or problems are 
inherent in myth, it is nonetheless open to a philosophical writer to use myth. Plato 
himself does so in this dialogue in at least two ways. On the one hand, the refer-
ences to Daedalus and Proteus serve to highlight some of the character differences 
between Socrates and Euthyphro, which in turn frames a whole series of dichotomies 
of philosophical importance (such as inquiry versus authority, or narrative versus 
dialogue). At the same time, Plato uses myth in a much broader and meta-narrative 
way, so as to draw our attention to the very inquiry that we are witnessing. Each 
of the times that Plato uses myth in the Euthyphro he does so at key moments of 
aporetic pause (the mid-point and the end). the result is that we take a step back 
to reflect on where the discussion has gone and—more importantly—where it has 
gone off track. Perhaps there was never any real hope that Euthyphro would help 
lead us to a full understanding of piety, but neither has he been a wholly unfruitful 
interlocutor. by re-tracing his steps—by being Daedalian and “investigating again 
from the beginning” (as Socrates says)—we can pick up where he and Socrates 
left off, and we can avoid the pitfalls to which he succumbed. In so doing, we may 
learn to leave behind the very myths in question and so learn something about the 
piety that eluded Euthyphro.

48Euthyphro goes to great lengths to emphasize how (in his own mind) he sees himself as having affinities 
with Socrates, given that both of them are set apart from and ridiculed by the masses (3b–c). clearly, though, 
this is a consummate case of a lack of self-awareness, for the remainder of the dialogue shows just how 
different they really are. Some have claimed (e.g., Klonoski, “Setting and characterization”) that Euthyphro 
holds a number of unorthodox religious beliefs, such as his belief in the danger of pollution or the importance 
of the Ouranus-Kronus myth. yet, as Furley has conclusively shown, historical evidence reveals that both 
such beliefs were in fact widely held. Others have claimed (e.g., McPherran, “Justice and Pollution”) that 
Euthyphro holds an unorthodox view of justice since he is willing to prosecute his own father. yet, even if 
this is true on a superficial level, nonetheless it is undermined by the fact that the motivation for this alleged 
pursuit of justice is ultimately self-serving (the removal of pollution, which—again—was a commonly held 
belief). the issues here are obviously more complex than I can hope to cover within the scope of this paper.


